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1. ON TWO REMARKABLE ENGRAVED GEMS OF EARLY 
CHRISTIAN WORK. Communicated by the Rev. 
C. W. KING, M. A@ Trinity College. 

/ 	 [November 1, 1880.1  

• EARLY Christian art has only- of late years obtained the 
attention that on so many accounts its remaining monuments 
deserve. The eli%borate publications of Didron, De Rossi, and 
Garucci have made the world acquainted with those of Sculpture 
and Painting which carried over the tradition of the expiring 
schools, across the chaos of barbarism into the congenial region 
of the new era: and all archaeologists are suddenly wakened up 
to the importance of memorials so long neglected or despised. 
A similar fortune has befallen the minor relics of the primitive 
Church, its terra-cottas; seals and engraved gems: these, even 
forty years ago, were thrown by the Italian antiquario into the 

• same case with the Gnostic talismans, stigmatised as rqba di 
bassi tempi, and sold at the lowest possible price to the few who 
then had sufficient courage to purchase things not in them-
selves "objects of High Art." A change is come over the 
Spirit of the-.dream, and collectors have learnt to prize the 
glyptic works of the Lower and Byzantine Empires as objects • 
valuable not for their intrinsic beauty, but for the associations 
with which they are connected. The poverty of their style 
is not the fault of their nature, but of their date, yet their 
designs frequently retain the antique elegance jn their compo- 
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sition, and always, however rude in execution, delight the, 
intelligent or devotional mind by the touching ingenuity of 
their symbolism. 

The simple devices to which Clemens Alexandrinus restricts •  
the choice of the Christians of the second century for em-
ployment in their signets are the Dove, the Fish, the Ship, 
the Lyre of Polycrates, the AnchOr of Seleucus, and the 
Fisherman (Paeclayogus, rn. 11). Of two of these types an 
unusually elaborate and equally elegant combination is pre-
sented upon a large agate ring-stone, lately brought to London 
from Alexandria. 

In this composition, we have the ship manned by four 
persons: one. of whom, figured on a 'much larger scale than 
the others (according,to the artless rule, of antiquity for ex-
pressing superior 'dignity), with' right hand upraised in the 
gesture of command or oratory, must be the Saviour himself; 
a second figure angling from the' prow with rod and line has 
just hooked the mystic Fish'; of the two figures amidships, one 
has caught a fish, the other is handling a net. 

 

In the exergue the letters, I H X joined with the figure 
of a large fish swimming, prbbably express the Saviour's 'name 
andhis regular title I X 	T 	(Tqaovl~ XpwToc €koi ?tos

- /

COTp). A flake from the surface has impaired the outline of 
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the sail' 	when cômbine& with the mast;would have pré- 
sented an image' of the cross. The design of this picture isgood, 
and doubtless taken from one belonging to 'a more flourishing 
state of the arts; but the execution is unskilful and the cutting 
of the intaglio coarse in the extreme, strongly reminding the 

• numismatist of the style of the reverses on' the copper coins 
(of Honorius) struck at Alexandria; to whose times this in-
teresting gem may with much probability be referred. - 

The second gem to be noticed emanates froma yet low' r 
period of the glyptic art; but acquires much greater import-
• ance from the unique character of the subject. The Cruci-
fixion, all writers upon Christian iconography are agreed, does 
not appear upon any monuments anterior to the tenth century; 
nevertheless an engraved gem has lately come to light from the 
same region as the one above described, which from style and 
certain inclicia of its own, may perhaps claim its origin from 
the period of Justinian, and the foundation of Santa Sophia. 

/ OO 
/ G 

It is a black haematite, in form a rounded oval, bearing, the 
Saviour, clothed in a long dalmatic, extended upon the cross, 
with the hands tied' as well as nailed, and the feet almost touch- 

1 It is stated (but on what authority I know not) that in some cases the 
criminal was bound, not nailed, to the cross, and left to perish by starva-
tion. The most ancient form of dvaa<oXo7rLo7s, as represented in Assyrian 
sculptures, was the driving a sharp stake under the breast-bone, and 
planting it in the ground with the victim hanging over the point. 
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ing the ground : at each side stands the usual attendant, one 
bearing a spear—the Longinus of the story: in the field above. 
are two monograms, apparently made up of the letters IC, XC. 
The technical execution of the engraving is totally dissimilar to 
the mediaeval attempts in the art, but on the other hand 
resembles in all points that of the later Gnostic talismans. 
Scriptural scenes are found on gems known to belong to the 
Carlovingian school, but their taste and execution have nothing 
in common with the one we are considering; which is the sole 
example of its kind that has ever come under my notice. 

Some slight clue, however, towards fixing the date of the 
work is supplied by the fact that the face of Christ is beird-
less, as it is invariably represented in the earliest Christian 
sculptures. Now Mauricius (582-602A.D.),  is the last of the 
emperors who appears close-shaven in his portraits;. after his 
reign all dignitaries began "sapientem pascere barbam"-
the badge of a philosopher by profession andwore that ap-
pendage at fullest length. 

As a necessary consequence, when Justinian II. ('685-711 
A.D.) puts the bust of Christ, for the first time, upon his coinage, 
the face is invested with that same mark of dignity, and so con-
tinues in the stereotyped practice of succeeding Byzantine art. 
If there be, therefore, any weight in this one consideration, the 
close of the sixth century may be taken for the inferior limit 
of the date of this very curious and interesting work, but 
how much higher it may remount, cannot be ascertained from 
the total absence of analogous productions. . 

NOTE. Both the gems described in this paper are now in the collection 
of the Rev. S. S. Lewis. 	. 


